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Thematic Summary

Using data to gain new insights has spread to all areas of business and science. Visualization plays

a crucial role in this process, offering a range of techniques for representing data in ways that

make it easier to explore and interpret. Interactive visual exploration enables users to generate

hypotheses based on visual patterns, compare and identify data sets, and analyze the underlying

structure and relationships. Knowing how data differ and what the key differences are is crucial in

many domains, especially healthcare, where understanding differences in patient outcomes can lead

to better treatments.

My research focuses on techniques for exploring and comparing high-dimensional data sets,

particularly cancer patient cohorts. However, these techniques can be applied to tabular data from

any domain. Together with collaborators from industry and Johannes Kepler University Linz, I have

worked on a series of publications that were accepted and presented at leading journals and conferences

in the field of data visualization. The techniques range from comparing groups with statistical

tests for individual features (Section A), to visualizing and comparing groups in low-dimensional

embeddings of data (Section B), to finding driving differences between groups and characterizing their

homogeneity (Section C). These techniques have been incorporated into dedicated visual analytics

tools, but could also be used in computational notebooks, which have become increasingly popular [4].

While working in computational notebooks, however, it is often difficult to identify the differences

between states. I am therefore currently working on highlighting differences between states of

computational notebooks to support iterative data science processes.

A – TourDino: Visualizing Statistical Differences

Seeking relationships and patterns in tabular data is a common data exploration task. To confirm

hypotheses that are based on observed visual patterns, users need to switch between exploratory and

confirmatory analysis, to compare data sets, and get further information on the significance of the

result and the statistical test applied [2].

With TourDino [A], we help users to verify generated hypotheses and confirm insights gained

during exploration. TourDino provides several well established methods to compare item groups and

features and test the generated hypotheses. On demand, users see details about the applied statistical

tests and a visualization to explain the result (see Figure 1a). We have integrated TourDino into two

analysis tools for cancer genomics data: Coral [D] and Ordino [7].
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(a) TourDino (b) Embedding-Based Group Comparison (c) Kokiri

Figure 1: Techniques to compare high-dimensional data sets discussed in Sections A-C.

B – Embedding-Based Group Visualization and Comparison

While TourDino compares data statistically, differences are often not found within a single feature,

but in a larger subset of the high-dimensional data. The challenge of making high-dimensional data

accessible for visualizations in a two-dimensional space is typically addressed by dimensionality

reduction. To effectively analyze structured data after dimensionality reduction, users need to be able

to relate visual patterns to the underlying structure and high-dimensional data.

We have therefore created an exploration approach for scatterplots of low-dimensionally embed-

ded, multivariate data, augmented with structural information about the dataset (see Figure 1b) [B].

Users can define groups in datasets on the fly, compare these groups, and introduce new relation-

ships between them. Summary visualizations show the high-dimensional data for the groups, while

difference visualizations show how groups are different from each other. We carefully tailored these

summary and difference visualizations to various data types and semantic contexts and integrated

the approach in the Projection Space Explorer [1] application.

C – Kokiri: Finding High-Dimensional Differences

In our previous work, we visualized high-dimensional data with structural information in augmented

scatterplots by applying dimensionality reduction algorithms. However, we recognized that our

difference visualizations were limited in explaining the differences visible in the scatterplots, as they

only looked at features in isolation, ignoring combinatorial effects.

Kokiri [C] allows users to compare cohorts by their high dimensional data with the goals of (i)

uncovering driving differences between them and (ii) characterizing the homogeneity of individual

cohorts. We achieve this by training a random forest model to classify the cohorts based on their

high-dimensional data. We report the most important features to differentiate between the cohorts

and give an overview of the cohorts’ separability . Additionally, the homogeneity of individual cohorts

can be assessed based on the classifier’s confidence, and hard-to-classify items can be identified. We

integrated Kokiri into Coral [D] and demonstrated the utility through a use case comparing lung

cancer patient cohorts. The analysis verified previous findings from literature and provided deeper

insights into the dataset, uncovering further differences between the patient groups.
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Future Work: Visualizing Differences in Iterative Data Science Processes

The previously discussed techniques have been integrated in standalone tools, but dedicated visual

analytics tools often lack the flexibility required to handle the complex and diverse data science

processes that analysts face [6]. In contrast, computational notebooks, like Jupyter, are highly flexible

programming environments that combine code, output, and documentation in a single document,

providing a more versatile solution for data science projects [4]. Although computational notebooks

should promote reproducibility, prior research has shown that this is not the norm [3]. The iterative

process of data science—obtaining, cleaning, profiling, analyzing, and interpreting data—leads to poor

coding practices in computational notebooks and non-reproducible results [5].

I am now working on a technique to visually support such iterative and exploratory data science

processes. The technique tracks provenance information and visualizes differences between states of

the computational notebook, enabling analysts to gain a better understanding of the impact of their

changes and the notebook’s history. The difference visualization adapts to various types of content in

the notebook, such as code, markdown, dataframes, visualizations, or images.
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